SICHARGE CC AC 22

Information on the backend connection configuration of the charging station prior to delivery
Dear valued customer,
Thank you very much for choosing a SIEMENS EV charging product.
1.) To implement the backend-configuration of your SIEMENS SICHARGE CC AC22 carger(s) we kindly ask you to complete the form below parallel to your
order. Please return the complete filled out form and any supplemental data files in advance to following e-mail adress: sicharge.de@siemens.com
2.) Please state at the second page of the document if and at what location the labels, required for the operation of the backend on your charging station,
should be placed. If an attachment in the fabrication process is desired, please submit the labels together with the SIM-card(s), described in point 3.).
3.) In the subquent step, we ask you to send the SIM-card(s), activated by your backend provider, together with a copy of this filled form-sheet at least 4
(four) weeks bevore the notified delivery date, to the below-mentioned mailbox. We request you to utilize a secured shipping method with included
consigment tracking. A delayed receipt of the SIM-card(s) and / or the required information leads to a retarded delivery of your ordered charging station(s),
at your expense.
We thank you in advance for your cooperation.

Project Name:

Order / Confirmation Number:

Please specfiy the following information:
Name of backend provider
Backend address of provider

Access Number
Access Point Name
(APN)

Authentifizierung (CHAP/PAP)
USER Name
User Passwort

Charge-Box-ID
EVSE-ID
Remote-Port
Service Number
Technical contact person (Name, e-mail, phone number)
SIM PIN(s) if required
(please state SIM card number and PIN divided with "/")

Additional information for the charging point display (optional)
(please sumbit this data as attachment in advance per e-mail together with the filled form sheet and / or timely succesive with reference to your order number to
sicharge.de@siemens.com):
Requested installation of a customized screensaver shown at the
HMI display of the charging station. Please consider the following
requirements:
Please also submit the required data as attatchment to this formular to the stated e-mail adress!
For images (jpg; 800x480)
For videos (mp4; 800x480; bitrate < 4000kB/s), recommendet
duration of at least >30 sek
Planned location of the
Street
charging station

Postcode, City

Please send this information together with the activated SIM-card(s), of the backend provider, per secured shipping and with the specific
consignment tracking to the following address:
Technagon GmbH
z.H. Fr. Uhrmann / SICHARGE CC AC22
Brunnwiesen 38
D-94481 Grafenau
sicharge.de@siemens.com
Please consider, that a delayed or incomplete transmission of the data may retard the planned delivery of your ordered charging infrastructure, at
your expense.
Best Regards,
Your SIEMENS E-mobility Team
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SICHARGE CC AC22
Specification of backend labels
For the operation of the backend on your charging station(s), the
backend provider will send a set of labels e.g. QR Codes that are
needed for the autentication of the customers. SIEMENS offers you
the service to attach these labels during the maufacturing process,
to enable a straightforward operation of your charging stations
from the day of the delivery. Please specify below, if the labels
should be directly attached or if you prefer to place them after
installation.

Please specify where the respective labels
should be placed on the charging station:

Factory attachment of backend labels

q

If the labels shoud be attached directly, please specify
your desired placement in the figure on the right. Please
send the labels as described on the first page.

q

Individual attachment

Charging Instruction Guide
SIEMENS includes a set of labels to your delivery, depicting a short
charging installation guide decribing the charging procedure. The
labels should help the customers to expierence a seamless charging
of their cars and are visible through the illumination of the energy
meter. Please specifiy if these labels should be attatched in
advance, at the position above the charging socket (as shown in the
example on the right).

q

Factory attachment of charging instruction

q

Individual attachment
If you prefere the option to install the labels by
yourself, you will reive them seperately.
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